Expanding biological applications using cell-free metabolic engineering: An overview.
Expanding the concept of cell-free biology, implemented both with purified components and crude extracts, is continuing to deepen our appreciation of biological fundamentals while enlarging the range of applications. We are no longer intimidated by the complexity of crude extracts and complicated reaction systems with hundreds of active components, and, instead, coordinately activate and inactivate metabolic processes to focus and expand the capabilities of natural biological processes. This, in turn, dramatically increases the range of benefits offered by new products, both natural and supernatural, that were previously infeasible and/or unimaginable. This overview of cell-free metabolic engineering provides a broad range of examples and insights to guide and motivate continued research that will further expand fundamental understanding and beneficial applications. However, this survey also reveals how far we are from fully unlocking the potential offered by natural and engineered biological components and systems. This is an exciting conclusion, but metabolic engineering by itself is not sufficient. Going forward, innovative metabolic engineering must be intimately combined with creative process engineering to fully realize potential contributions toward a sustainable global civilization.